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This session was designed as an informal question and answer session, for present, future, 
and prospective Inn-Reach participants.  In addition, Sandy Westall showed the 
specifications of some Inn-Reach enhancements that she had not had time to detail in 
other Inn-Reach sessions 
 
Questions and Answers 
 
Do any Inn-Reach systems include multiple types of libraries? 
Yes, the Prospector system, the Maine system, and the Access Pennsylvania system are 
all multi-type. 
 
We are an academic library that is considering joining Inn-Mich.  What can we 
expect? 
Patrons love it.  You can expect much higher volume than you had with conventional 
interlibrary loan.   
 
How do you track Inn-Reach borrowing statistics?  Are they a separate module? 
Not all are separate, but, because they involve new ptypes and itypes, it is easy to identify 
them and pull them out from other activities. 
 
Can Inn-Reach systems be set up to include non-Innopac system partners? 
Prospector has two members that are Endeavor sites and Inn-Mich has one member that 
is a Dynix site.  The Prospector sites have tested but not yet started patron online 
borrowing.  The Dynix site is loaded to the Inn-Reach system, but statuses do not change 
dynamically. 
 
How does Inn-Reach work with Millennium? 
Inn-Reach processes are integrated into Millennium circulation. 
 
How are notices and fines handled with Inn-Reach? 
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A library runs notices for its own patrons.  Fines are handled and collected by the 
patron’s library. 
 
Will Inn-Reach circulation ever plateau?  (A question from a Cascade member) 
OhioLINK: use still increases.  MOBIUS: it is useful to put new members at the bottom 
of the lending algorithm for 6 months.  Sandy: Load balancing is useful, but new libraries 
with unique items can still take a hit. 
 
III’s Development Inn-Reach Development Work  
 
Agency-Based Programming 
The purpose of this work is to base Inn-Reach processes on agencies, rather than systems.  
Inn-Reach will treat libraries that share a system as separate entities.  These 
enhancements will be available in Release 2002, Phase 3 later this year.  Patrons will no 
longer need to know to which cluster or system their library belongs.  Items are 
associated with an agency—not a system—for display and requesting, and patrons are 
associated with an agency, rather than a system, as well. 
 
This development enables requesting among all libraries and more refinement of request 
load balancing and statistics groups.  Agency affiliations are stored in a table for each 
location.   
 
Are agency codes used for consortial statistics?  No, these will still be based on shelving 
location.  The shelving locations are mapped to agency codes at the time of the server’s 
Inn-Reach load.  The codes include one for each server and one for each agency.  Codes 
must be five characters and unique across all the Inn-Reach system.  III’s usual 
recommendation is that the initial character be the same for all agencies within a system 
to ease in speeding up transactions by using wildcards. 
 
Because it is possible for a patron from one agency to request material from another 
agency whose records are on the same server, III has had to do some special 
programming.  In that case, the transaction begins as an Inn-Reach request, but completes 
as a standard circulation request, using the local loan rules.  Some details of pickup 
anywhere when the patron and item are on one server but the pickup location is on 
another server are yet to be arranged.   
 
Non-Innopac Local Systems in Inn-Reach  
III is also doing some work to allow non-Innopac local systems to be part of Inn-Reach 
systems.  One option is the use of III’s DCB client and NCIP protocols to process 
requests between the Inn-Reach central site and the local system’s circulation.  This is 
necessary when the other ILS vendor has done no Inn-Reach-related development work.  
The other option, when the other ILS vendor has done some development work, is to 
interact directly using Inn-Reach protocols and APIs  
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